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ENERGY STORAGE CONTROLS AND ANALYTICS LAB (ESCAL)
XNET is an isolated Sandia network connecting many labs.
Energy Storage Technology Evaluation

- Dynamic Model Development
- Technology Performance evaluation and comparison
Energy Management and Dispatch Controls

- Optimized economic dispatch algorithm development for grid tied and islanded systems
- Resilient and Stacked application development
- Validation through real time power hardware-in-the-loop and field validation
Topology Evaluation

- Central (Big) vs Distributed (Multi-Small)
Topology Evaluation

- Central (Big) vs Distributed (Multi-Small)
- Series vs Parallel UPS

Critical Load
Topology Evaluation

- Central (Big) vs Distributed (Multi-Small)
- Series vs Parallel UPS
Remote Data Gathering

- Performance Evaluation such as degradation of technologies for various applications
- Optimize dispatch over time
- Future: Machine Learning algorithm
Thank you to DOE/OE Dr. Imre Gyuk for supporting this and other projects advancing the industrial and commercial acceptance of energy storage.